
SPECIFICATION SHEET

Whether you’re energizing your morning routine with cool, clean white, or winding down for a good night’s 
sleep with a warm and inviting glow, tune your light color with the in-mirror touch sensor. 

Touch Control Color Temperature

IDEAL SPACES

Bathroom Vanity
Dressing Room

TUNABLE LIGHTING

Adjustable color temperature from 
2700K up to 6500K

CONTROL

In-mirror touch button

GRADUAL ADJUSTMENTSMAKEUP LIGHTING EASY TO USE

Each tap of the button will 

quickly scale to the next 

preset, or hold to slowly 

move up and down the light 

spectrum.

SMART MEMORY 

Select your desired color 

before turning the lights 

off and your setting will 

resume the next time you 

turn the lights on.

Select from calming, 

natural warm to cool 

settings that boost 

alertness or relax your 

mind and body for a good 

night’s sleep.

To get just the right shade 

and weight of makeup 

application, fine-tune 

your color temperature to 

replicate your destination.
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TOUCH BUTTON OPERATION

When the mirror lights are on, the energy-efficient button illuminates and senses 

your touch. Tap to quickly advance to pre-set temperatures or touch and hold to 

gradually adjust. Lift your finger off to stop at your desired setting. 

TOUCH CONTROL COLOR TEMPERATURE
Model: TCT

COLOR TEMPERATURE RANGE 2700K to 6500K

PRE-SET COLOR TEMPERATURES 2700K, 4300K, 6500K
(tap button to advance between pre-set color temperatures)

TOUCH BUTTON CONTROL Low voltage capacitive touch button, ¾” square button centered 
at bottom of mirror, illuminates white

TOUCH BUTTON COMBINATIONS

Must be combined with Touch Control Dimming (required) and 
may also be combined with Touch Control Defogger or Touch 

Control Night Light; maximum of three buttons on a mirror; some 
limitations apply

CUSTOMIZATION Available on Séura Lighted Mirrors; unavailable on Séura Lighted 
TV Mirrors

WARRANTY 3 Years

Touch Control Color Temperature

4300K 
Natural white light mimics early morning sunlight and 
has a harmonious tone for lighting routine tasks, such 
as shaving or applying makeup at the bathroom vanity.

2700K
Warm whites are cozy, inviting and lure you into 
relaxation. Create warm-light spaces for a peaceful 
morning meditation or simulate the soft light of dusk, 
telling your brain it’s time to sleep.

6500K
Cool white is similar to high-noon sun. With a crisp look 
that inspires energy and alertness, cool white is perfect 
for bright task lighting where details and final touches 
make all the difference. 

Refine your white light color temperature
Ambientuate your lifestyle, your look, and your wellbeing with color temperature settings. Create a relaxing 

atmosphere with warm white, or turn up the vibrancy for hair or makeup in cooler light.
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